ACROSS
1 Sit behind revolving Post Office counter (6)
4 Fit into a seedy bar that’s changing (8)
9 Wind before noon? Physician is required (5)
10 Number tucked into wine for pub – it’s knocked back (9)
11 Left-leaning politician takes in one old lady, rambling (7)
12 What Britain had briefly, I see using observation (7)
13 Determined to engage head for convent school (4)
14 Hampers deprived of cold food ingredients (1-7)
17 Novelist and architect clad in decorative cloth (8)
19 Website of New Zealander for cycling (4)
22 Left to follow kind of music harmony (7)
24 Time to crack Confucian text causing irritation (7)
25 Speculate bar’s ordered well-known sort of cups (9)
26 Half of poor ice lollies? This shouldn’t be ingested (1,4)
27 Reused grass, cutting grass (8)
28 Untidy guy with arm swinging around (6)

DOWN
1 Key player staring hopelessly after ball (8)
2 Staff claim working is proving divisive (9)
3 Two sons holding unknown teacher up in assemblies (6)
5 Due to remix most of James Brown track on a fabulous device (4,2,7)
6 Kind of hat is a dubious invention (4,3)
7 Refusal to leave epic poem, giving reason (5)
8 Woman’s simple pro-remain slogan? (6)
10 Hip artist keeps frame for Tate, it’s beyond doubt (13)
11 Tell me hints about current solicitor? (4,2,3)
16 What snitches do repeatedly in prison (4,4)
18 Speakers who might be barking? (7)
20 One making you drink from barkeeper’s empty jug (6)
21 Infiltrating Samoa, oddly, is revolutionary plan (6)
23 What criminals do for cop (5)

Solution 17,208

Jotter pad